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AESTRACT 
Information systems theory has concerned itself mainly 
with the business environment. Manufacturing management has 
not fully benefited from the advancements in information 
systems technology. Recently, a major breakthrough in 
management information theory has given the computer in- 
creased power in the handling of complex information struc- 
tures. This breakthrough is called Data Base Theory. 
The Madabase System applies data base technology to 
the manufacturing environment. The vehicle Madabase uses 
is DECSYSTEM'S Data Base Management System and a host of 
structured COBOL modules using DECSYSTEM'S DML commands. 
Madabase provides management information through a 
series of six reports. The Order List provides general 
customer order information, including name, address, want 
date, and ship date. The Machine List provides general 
t 
machine loading information and the total utilization of 
the shop. The Order Exception Report provides management 
with a list of projected late orders. The Order Status 
Report displays a detailed schedule of the order's pro- 
gression through the shop. The Machine Loading Report 
displays in detail what orders are to be processed on a 
particular machine. The Routing Report provides the process 
1 
routing for each product manufactured in the ehop. 
The driving force of the Madabase system is the sched- 
uling module. This module schedules orders into the shop 
on the basis of the management parameter, priority, and 
the customer want date. The shortest processing time rule 
is used to schedule the products in a multiproduct order. 
Products of individual orders are considered lots, and no 
lot-splitting is allowed by the system. 
This thesis contains a complete user manual for the 
Madabase system. The user can add, change, or delete orders. 
Machine tools can be added or deleted from the shop. Machine 
failures can be scheduled by the user. New products can be 
added to the shop or old products deleted. Finally, the user 
can reschedule the shop to view the effects of changes made 
to the data base. 
CHAPTER 1 
Business and Manufacturing Environments 
Until recently manfacturing management has not taken 
advantage of the computer information capabilities that the 
rest of corporate management has enjoyed since the late 
1950's. When computers were initially introduced into the 
industrial environment their costs were high and their cap- 
abilities were limited. The earliest applications of comput- 
erization were those which were simple and had an immediate 
payback to the corporation. These were payroll generation 
and simple customer information systems. 
Computerized business information systems were among 
the first systems to bestow benefits to corporate manage- 
ment. These systems required a relatively brief period of 
design and development. This can be attributed to the fact 
that most business functions were very well defined in the 
corporate organization prior to computerization. The imple- 
mentation of these systems were facilitated by the fact that 
they involved an educated management interfacing with the 
computer. By being the recipient of computer generated 
business information, financial management could experience 
the increased efficiencies of computerization immediately. 
This aided in obtaining support for creating additional 
business systems. 
Manufacturing systems, on the other hand, did not dis- 
play their benifits as quickly. Manufacturing functions are 
not as well defined as business functions. They are compli- 
cated by the relationships and dependencies of various 
manufacturing operations. Manufacturing functions, even 
between companies which produce similar products, can be 
very diverse. Different strategies in the ordering of raw 
material and the accommodation of customer demand, added to 
the complex manufacturing process, require manufacturing 
systems to have lengthy design and development times. Since 
no two shops operate under the exact same conditions, it is 
important to tailor the manufacturing system to the partic- 
ular shop situation. This adds to the already large expense 
of such systems. 
One aspect of manufacturing which should not be over- 
looked is that the manufacturing process is heavily depend- 
ent on the people working on the shop floor. These people 
may not be aware of the advantages of computerization and 
they may actually fear the arrival of the computer in the 
shop. Reluctant shop employees can make the implementation 
of manufacturing systems very difficult. The complicated 
relationships in the manufacturing process and in the human 
factors of manufacturing could not easily be incorporated 
into early computers. This helped to impede the growth of 
manufacturing systems. 
Manufacturing and Numerical Control 
One of the first computer applications to enter the 
manufacturing environment was the use of numerical control. 
Numerical control is a form of automation that is applied 
to conventional machine tools, such as lathes, mills, and 
drills. The motions of the machine tool are controlled by 
an electronic unit. This unit receives its instructions 
via a part program. The part program contains the detailed 
instructions on how the particular part is to be processed 
by the numerical control machine tool. There are various 
storage media on which the part program may reside.  The 
traditional form of storage v/as the punched paper tape. 
There are some inherent problems with using paper tape in a 
shop. Paper tape will absorb moisture, such as cutting cobl- 
ant. It also tears after repeated use. As a result of these 
problems, mylar tape became very popular. Mylar will resist 
moisture and wear longer than paper. Witih the declining cost 
of computer hardware, computers could be economically used 
to control a .group of machine tools. This type of process 
is called direct numerical control. Another type of process- 
ing is called computer numerical control. Computer numerical 
control differs from direct numerical control in that a mini- 
computer controls a single machine.  Information can be 
transmitted back and forth from a larger main-frame com- 
puter located outside of the shop. 
Numerical control was developed at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology in 1952.  Its first application was 
in the machining of complex parts used in fabricating air- 
craft. Numerical control started to become popular in the 
early 1960's.  It was widely accepted and in 1972 it was 
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estimated that 85 percent of all drills, mills, and lathes 
in operation were numerically controlled. The growth of 
numerical control is not surprising. One of its advantages 
is that parts can be produced in less time, which also 
means at lower cost.  Because the part program instructs 
the machine tool exactly the same each time it is run, parts 
are produced more consistently and accurately. Some other 
benefits of numerical control are : less scrap due to 
reduced operator error, reduced need for jig and fixturlng, 
reduced inspection time, and greater capability to machine 
complex parts. 
MRP and Manufacturing 
Materials Requirements Planning, commonly referred to 
as MRP, has grown increasingly popular since the late 1960'E. 
Computerised MRP systems help manufacturing management to 
insure that the proper number of appropriate pvrts nrrive at 
their designated place at the precise time they are required. 
This helpR to reduce the amount of on-hand inventory necess- 
ary to meet the manufacturing needs to fulfill customer 
orders. The streangth of MRP lies in its ability to monitor 
high volume, low cost products. These products usually have 
short lead times, many and varied components, and recieve 
little direct management attention on a per unit basis. By 
using a digital computer, MRP can store large amounts of 
data and do quick, repetitive calculations to provide infor- 
mation to management which was previously not available. 
The logic of MRP is based on a few simple facts. 
Firstly, the demand for component parts can be calculated 
from the demand for the end product. This is usually done 
via a bill of material, which is a listing of the component 
parts related to their quantities required in the making of 
an end product. Secondly, the demand for the end product is 
derived by adding.the dependent demand (customer orders) to 
the independent demand (forecasts). Thirdly, relevent timing 
information can be related to end product demand through a 
master production schedule. Fourthly, accurate inventory 
information is possible to obtain. MRP takes the bill of 
materials, the master production schedule, and the inven- 
tory status information and makes many calculations in which 
the resulting information indicates how many of what compon- 
ent should be where, and when it should be there. This 
information may spur management to take action such as to 
order material, expedite an order, or cancel an order. 
By making sure the right number of the right components 
are in the right place at the right time MRP is very bene- 
ficial to management. In Februauy of 1973» the Packard 
Instrument Company, one the nations leaders in nuclear 
scintillation equipment, implemented IBM's MRP package into 
their shop. Packard reported that their system resulted in 
a 25% reduction in inventory investment, an 80% reduction in 
shortages on the shop floor, and a 16% reduction in over- 
time production. During that same period of time, Weber 
Aircraft, a division of Walter Kidde and Company, Inc., also 
implemented an MRP system. Weber's system resulted in in- 
creasing the effectiveness of their purchasing department 
and allowing material disbursements and shop fabrication 
releases to be generated automatically by the computer. 
Arthur G. McKee and Company has successfully implemented 
an IBM package to control inventories involved at their 
many construction sites. This system has enabled them to cut 
costs through more effective purchasing and distribution. 
It has also increased the ability of management to react to 
7 
scheduling problems. 
The benefits of an MRP system are great, however, so 
are the problems which may be encountered in the systems 
8 
implementation. The Leeds and Northrop Company found that 
developing MRP software in house is a very large task. They 
discovered that top management oupport is a must in order to 
keep the implementation moving. They also found that educat- 
ing employees is an essential element of an MRP implementat- 
ion and it should be conducted at all levels, from top level 
Q 
managers to shop floor employees. The Tennent Company dis- 
covered that they had to update their inventory files, gen- 
erate better master production schedules, and change their 
bill of material structure, before their MRP system could be 
q 
of use. There are some other problems in using MRP. Inclus- 
ion of upper level items with inconsistent demand or raw 
materials with erratic demand will cause the system to gen- 
erate useless information. Pegging, or the tracing of items 
through the MRP system, can be very expensive if it is not 
restricted to specialty items. Lot sizing algorithms tend 
to be overly complicated and are usually deemed unrealis- 
tic by the systems user. 
MRP is a powerful weapon in manufacturing's fight 
against constantly rising labor and material costs. But like 
anything powerful, it must be respected. Before one can 
effectively use MRP, all inputs to the system must be as 
free from error as possible. The bills of material must be 
valid. The master production schedule must be realistic. The 
inventory files must be accurate. If an MRP system is to be 
implemented, management irust be totally committed, the users 
must be made responsible for its success, and all levels of 
employees must be educated to the ways and means of MRP. If 
an MRP system is to survive, it must be a realistic repre- 
sentation of the manufacturing environment, yet simple 
enough so that it can be understood and not feared by those 
who use it. 
Computerized Shop Floor Control 
In recent years, manufacturing management has begun to 
define the managerial functions involved in controlling 
plant production. Many scientific tools have been provided 
for shop foremen so they can make informed decisions. Un- 
like MRP, shop floor control does not have a singular defi- 
nition. Formalized shop floor systems evolved out of his- 
torical, policies used to manage the production process. 
Therefore, shop floor control has different meanings to 
different managers. The most common attributes of shop floor 
control involve priority planning, shop scheduling, and 
order processing. Computerization has made customer infor- 
mation, machine utilization, and scheduling forecasts read- 
ily availab3e to management so that more effective decisions 
can be made. Although these systems are a great aid to man- 
agement, most managers feel that these systems need expan- 
sion. The biggest constraint on these systems is the comp- 
uter's capability to establish the appropriate relationships 
1C 
between the various manufacturing data and to store and 
retrieve this data in an efficient manner. 
Some examples of shop floor control systems will bo 
cited to illustrate their attributes and advantages. The 
shop floor control system used by the Acme Casting Company 
has two major objectives. The first objective is to increase 
sales by establishing credibility with their customers 
through meeting their sales commitment. The second objective 
is to cut manufacturing costs by reducing set up costs 
through better scheduling, avoiding shop congestion, and 
better shop utilization. The Acme Casting Company operates 
in a job shop environment and has 175 regular customers. On 
the average the shop processes 300 orders per month. The 
average casting requires 12 operations and takes four weeks 
to complete. The shop floor system at Acme provides detailed 
shop loading reports, hot order reports for expedited orders, 
and the ability to check on individual orders. This system 
resulted in an increased ability to meet shipping commit- 
ments from 20% to 92%.U 
The Community Linen Rental Service picks up, cleans, 
and distributes industrial textiles. The Community Linen 
shop processes 750 different products and the average shop 
throughput is 700,000 units per week. The biggest problem 
in the shop is keeping track of customer orders and sched- 
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uling the shop accordingly. By implementing a shop floor 
control system, Community Linen was able to schedule prod- 
uction three days in advance. The schedule is broken down 
into four four-hour periods, this makes up the 16 hour 
production day. The schedule provides each department fore- 
man with a detailed guide for production which includes the 
type of operation to be performed, the number of units to be 
processed, and the standard time for processing. This system 
reduced direct labor costs by 20% and provided Community 
Linen with the capability to project trends in customer 
demand. One extra benefit of the system was the ability to 
hypothetically load the main shop with the additional 
customer orders processed at two branch locations. The 
results showed that the branch locations could be shut down. 
The management at Community Linen feel that shop floor 
control will enable them to react more efficiently to 
12 future customer needs. 
The Bendix Corporation has implemented the Automated 
Manufacturing Planning Syctem, or AMPS. Bendix has a large 
manufacturing shop which produces 13,000 different parts. 
Because the computer can store and process large amounts of 
information, Bendix is able to recieve information about the 
shop that manual systems could never provide. The scheduling 
capabilities of AMPS provides detailed information on each 
open shop order. The open orders generate material require- 
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merits which AMPS takes into account when it produces the 
daily load-center schedules. Order status information io 
produced through internal work-in-process reporting. This 
system has significantly decreased overtime production and 
has increased machine utilization throughout the shop. 
The Ross Complex of the Bonneville Power Administration 
is a job shop which manufactures made to order pieces and 
replacement parts. The major objectives of their shop floor 
system are to free shop foremen from time consuming clerical 
tasks and to relieve journeymen from excessive material 
handling. The Ross Complex processes about 3*000 orders per 
year, which may pass through as many as 13 different man- 
ufacturing departments. Shop floor control at this complex 
is comprised of material traceability and order completion 
estimation. Scheduling of orders is done manually by man- 
ufacturing management which bases its decisions on computer- 
ized order estimates. Automatic material orders are gener- 
ated on low bin stock and material lists are distributed 
accordingly. The computer also generates a monthly workload 
forecast which enables management to react to possible back- 
log situations. Although this system is very simple, it doe8 
enable manufacturing personnel to devote more time to the 
efficient operation of the shop. 
Shop floor control systems should provide manufac- 
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turing management with the capabilities to minimize late 
shipments and to maximize shop utilization. By minimizing 
late orders, the company will promote the growth of customer 
goodwill. To achieve this, realistic estimates of shipping 
dates must be provided. The capability to expedite orders 
must also be included, and the customers desired reciept 
date must be taken into account in priority planning. By 
maximizing shop utilization, the cost of manufacturing can 
be cut and overtime production can be reduced. 
Data Base Technology 
The complicated relationships which exist in the 
manufacturing environment have always been difficult to 
represent within the framework of a computes As a result, 
obtaining manufacturing information has been costly. Data 
base technology has helped to alleviate this problem. A data 
base can be thought of as a logical arrangement of related 
data with controlled redundancy to serve several applic- 
ations in an optimal fashion. Redundancy means that the same 
data is stored in several different places within the 
computer. Since computer storage has a definite cost 
associated with it, redundancy is costly. Because of the 
internal workings of a computer, it is sometimes faster to 
retrieve information if some redundancy exists. Quick 
retrieval of information is less costly than slow retrieval, 
14 
therefore, a trade-off between retrieval and redundancy 
exists. Controlled redundancy means that data will be stored 
in more than one place within the computer, if the benefits 
of quick information retrieval outweigh the cost of the 
additional storage. The ability to serve many applications 
means that the data within the computer should be arranged 
in such a fsshion as to facilitate the ability of various 
interest groups to aggregate the data into meaningful 
information. 
The following is a list of definitions for data 
processing terms frequently used throughout this thesis; 
DATA ITEM : 
DATA AGGREGATE 
RECORD 
SET : 
AREA : 
SCHEMA 
the smallest unit of named data 
a collection of data items within 
a record, which is given a name and 
is referred to as a whole 
a named collection of data items 
or data aggregates 
a named relationship between records 
a named portion of computer storage 
where records reside 
the logical representation of the 
data relationships contained in the 
data base 
15 
Data base technology is currently being included in 
some manufacturing applications. Part prints are being 
stored in the computer. This provides an efficient moans 
for storage and retrieval. Updates to these data bases are 
reflected in all subsequent accesses and the increased 
consistency which results is of great benefit to product 
designers. Computer terminals, called cathode ray tubes or 
CRT's, are replacing drafting tables in many design organ- 
izations. New technologies allow the designer to draw an 
initial product design directly onto the CRT. The computer 
will recognize this drawing as input and through computer 
software, geometries and dimensions may be adjusted. New 
macro languages have also been developed to make part 
programming easier. Data collection in the shop has given 
management information on machine utilization, shop status, 
and production throughput. These have been positive steps 
toward increasing the effectiveness of manufacturing through 
computerization.  The next step in the application of data 
base technology in the manufacturing environment would be a 
system that provides management with information from the 
time a customer order was recieved to the time the order 
was shipped. 
16 
CHAPTER 2 
Objectives of Madabase 
Madabaee is an educational manufacturing data base 
system which provides management with a tool to investigate 
and explore the field of computerised shop floor control. 
The major objectives of Madabase are: 
1) to familiarize manufacturing management with 
computerized information systems 
2) to provide a system which could easily be converted 
into a live shop floor control system. 
In addition, Madabase has several other objectives: 
a) to provide sales personnel with a means to under- 
stand the manufacturing environment and to provide 
a guideline for determining customer shipping date 
based on the shop loading 
b) to provide management with the ability to review the 
status of any customer order in detail 
c) to provide a logical means for expediting or 
de-expediting shop orders 
d) to provide a logical means for scheduling jobs in 
the shop 
e) to provide a means to view the effects of liquid- 
ation or aquisition of capital equipment 
f) to provide a means to view the effects of scheduled 
maintence policies or equipment failure 
17 
g) to provide a means to view the effects of engineer- 
ing changes or product development 
Manufacturing Management Information 
The first step in creating a data base information 
system for manufacturing is to define the information that 
the system is to output. The shop floor control system for 
Acme Casting produces several reports. The Daily Order Log 
contains the customer demand, the amount of time the shop 
needs to produce the order, and the customer requested ship 
date. The Production Backlog Report contains the earliest 
shipping date for the orders based on shop load. The Mold 
Schedule contains the date each order is to begin. The 
Shipping Schedule contains the date each order is to be 
shipped. The Order Status Report provides the detailed 
schedule for the shop order and displays the order's 
priority. The Criticial Equipment List displays the shop 
equipment areas where backlogs are occurring. The Machine 
Schedule displays in detail the orders and operations each 
machine is to process that day. The Hot Order List provides 
information on late orders. Finally, the Shipping Perform- 
ance Report displays the shops ability to meet its shipping 
commitment. 
The output reports from Community Linen's system are 
18 
not as complex as those from Acme. The major report gener- 
ated from this system is the Plant Schedule. This report 
contains the products to be processed, the quantity of those 
products, and the standard processing time for the product. 
This report is generated for a four hour poriod of produc- 
tion for each machine in the shop. An aggregate report is 
generated every 16 hours for the entire shop. Shipping 
Reports are also generated so that each delivery person can 
validate shipment of the products in his charge. This report 
contains the product number and description, and the 
customer's name and address. 
The major reports generated from the shop floor control 
system at Bendix are the Daily Load-center Schedule and the 
Weekly Part-number Forecast. The Daily Load-center Schedule 
is generated for each machine in the shop. It contains 
information on shift performance and machine capacity. It 
also displays the part number and quantity to be processed, 
the job number and priority, and the start and finish times 
for each operation. The Weekly Part-number Forecast is 
generated for each part type that is manufactured by the 
shop. The report contains the load-centers and the amounts 
to be processed by them. It also displays the standard 
hours of production for each load-center. ^ 
The most common feature is that these systems all 
19 
contain, in varying degrees, customer order information and 
machine loading information. The ability to meet customer 
shipping commitments and the ability to economically 
schedule the shop is very important to manufacturing 
management. 
Madabase Reports 
The Madabase reports, see Appendix A, were designed 
to meet the objectives of Madabase and to encompass the 
output that was incorporated into the aforementioned shop 
floor control systems. 
The Order List provides a swift means for locating 
a particular customer's order number. It also provides the 
customer's priority, want day, and if produced after the 
shop has been scheduled, the shipping day of the order. 
Customer priority is a management parameter which is input 
into the system and used in conjunction with the scheduling 
module. The lower the priority number the faster the job 
moves through the shop. To expedite an order a manager would 
lower the priority number for that customer order. The 
reverse is true for de-expediting. 
The Machine List provides the means for viewing the 
machine utilization for the entire shop and for locating 
20 
a particular machine number. Machine utilization is computed 
by dividing the sum of the times the machine ie processing 
customer orders by the latest finish tine for that machine. 
The Order Exception Report is an abbreviated version 
of the Order List. This report displays only those customers 
that will not be met by the current shop schedule. 
The Machine Loading Report can be accessed in two 
different ways. First, the loading reports for the entire 
shop are generated. This might be done on a regular basis 
» 
and the reports would be distributed to shop foremen. This 
would provide them with a guide containing the orders to be 
processed on the various machines. Second, a manager would 
generate the Machine List to locate the machine number in 
which he was interested. Then he would input that particular 
machine number and only the loading report for that machine 
would be produced. 
The Order Status Report can also be accessed in two 
ways. First, the status reports for all of the customer 
orders would be generated. This might be done on a regular 
basis so that- the sales manager could check on the progress 
of the customer orders flowing through the shop. Second, 
a salesman would initially generate the Order List to locate 
the order number in which he was interested. Then he would 
21 
input that particular order numbor and only the statue 
report for that number would be generated. This feature can 
aid the salesman in answering customer inquiries. The big 
advantage is that a salesman, who has input a possible 
customer order, can give the customer a realistic shipping 
date based on the current shop loading. This can keep a 
salesman from promising impossible shipping dates which can 
cost the company a great deal of customer goodwill. 
The Routing Report is used by Engineering and it 
provides information concerning the route specifications 
for the product. Alternate routings are specified via the 
preference key. The higher preference number for the same 
operation indicates the primary routing. 
Madabase Design 
The Madabase data base design (see figure 1) was 
written in DEC DDL and resides on the DECSYSTEK-20. The 
schema name and the sub-schema name for Madabase is SHOP 
and UNIVERSAL respectively. The data base is broken down 
into three basic areas. The SALSS-AREA where customer 
information is stored. The ENGR-AREA where the product 
routing information is stored and the SCHED-AREA where the 
scheduling information is stored. Each area has its own 
security key and it is possible to restrict unauthorized 
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updating. 
The Order-rec record contains the information related 
to a customer's order. The customer's name and address, the 
customer order number and the customer want date are input 
by a customer request for goods. The order priority is a 
management input parameter and the finish date is system 
generated via the scheduling module. The Order-rec records 
can be accessed through the Order-set where the records are 
sorted by increasing want date within increasing order 
priority, or directly by the calc key order-nmbr. 
The Ord-prod-rec records link the customer order to 
the particular products that the customer ordered. This 
record contains information on the quantity of a particular 
product a customer orders and is input upon a customer 
request. The ord-prod-nmbr uniquely identifies each Ord- 
prod-rec record and it is system generated as is the aver- 
age processing time for the amount of product desired by the 
particular customer's Order-rec. The concatenated Ord-prod- 
rec can be accessed via two sets. The Ord-prod-set, whose 
owner is the Order-rec, sorts the records by increasing 
average processing time. The Prod-route-set, whose owner is 
the Route-rec, is not a sorted set. 
The Route-rec record contains the product number and 
2J+ 
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name, and the average operation time to complete a single 
unit of that product. This information is maintained by 
the shop's engineering department. The Route-rec io ac- 
cessed directly by the calc key prod-nmbr. The importance 
of the Route-rec record is that it acts as the owner of the 
Route-set, which is the means by which a product's route 
specification is stored in the computer. 
The Op-rec record links a product's routing to the 
machines on which the operations are to be carried out. 
This record contains the information for a single operation 
in the product routing. The operation number and type, the 
machining time, the set up time, and the preference are 
maintained by the engineering department. The concaten- 
ated Op-rec can be accessed via the Route-set, which is 
sorted by increasing operation number, or the Op-set, 
whose owner is the Machine-rec record. 
The Machine-rec record contains the information about 
the machines within the shop. The machine number and de- 
scription are maintained by engineering. The machine 
utilization is system generated by the scheduling module. 
The Machine-rec record can be accessed directly by the calc 
key mach-nmbr or via the Machine-set. The Machine-set sorts 
the Machine-rec records by increasing machine number. 
2.5 
The Sched-roc record contains information on when a 
machine is busy working on a customer order. The start tine 
and finish time are system generated by the scheduling 
module. At this point some redundancy is introduced into 
the data base. The data items "sr-prod-nmbr" and "sr-ord- 
nmbr" are duplicates of the "prod-nmbr" and the "order-nmbr" 
respectively. This redundancy is more than compensated for 
by the decreased retrieval time to obtain the information. 
The Sched-set, whose owner is the Machine-rec record, sorts 
the Sched-rec records by increasing start time. The Del-set 
supplies the mechanism for deleting the Sched-rec records 
so that the shop can be rescheduled. The Del-set was in- 
cluded to accommodate an operating system bug in the DEC 
DBMS. 
Madabase is a modular system and all of the modules 
are written in structured COBOL using DEC DML commands. The 
most complex module in the system is the scheduling modulo. 
Descriptions of the other modules can be found in Appendix 
C. 
The Scheduling Module 
The logic of the scheduling module is largely based on 
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management input and customer want date,  and not a complex 
mathematical algorithm. The reason for this is to allow 
26 
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managements to easily understand how Madabase works. 7  The 
scheduling module achedules one order at a time and picks 
them out of the sorted Order-set. The orders with the lowest 
priority numbers are scheduled first. When orders have the 
same priority numbers, the order with the earliest want date 
is scheduled first. In cases where there are orders with the 
same priority and want date, the order with the lowest order 
number is scheduled first. Order numbers must be unique in 
the Madabase system, therefore, no tie conditions can occur. 
Once the order is selected, the order's products are 
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scheduled in order by increasing average processing time. 
The average processing times are calculated by multiplying 
the average operation times by the quatities desired. At 
this point the appropriate route-rec record is located and 
the operations are scheduled in the sequence indicated by 
the route specification. The module locates the machine-rec 
record indicated by the operation and searches the sched-rec 
records for the earliest block of time in which the machine 
can accommodate the operation.  No lot-splitting is al- 
lowed and a customer's order for a particular product 
flows through the shop as a single lot.  The module does 
keep track of what products have been processed on a 
machine and set up times are not duplicated in cases where 
the same product is processed by the same machine in 
contiguous blocks of time. 
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In cases where alternate machines are specified in 
the routing, the module processes both alternatives and 
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schedules the one with the earliest operation finish tine. 
If there should be a tie, the machine with the higher 
preference number is scheduled. 
When an order has been completely scheduled, the finish 
day is generated by the module.  The finish day is the 
last day the final lot of the order is processed. 
When all of the orders have been processed the module 
calculates the machine utilization for every machine in 
the shop. Machine utilization is computed by dividing 
the sum of the times the machine is processing customer 
orders by the latest finish time for that machine. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Basics of Madabase 
Madabase is an interactive system. This means that 
responses are required of the system's user. In order 
for the system to recognize a typed response, the carriage 
return key must be depressed.  If you are unsure about 
whether or not the carriage return key has been depressed, 
simultaneously depress the control key, abbreviated ■CTL", 
and the letter "T".  If the message "SHFLO 10 WAIT" appears, 
you should depress the carriage return key.  If no message 
appears the system is running normally. 
Please read all system generated instructions carefully, 
If at any point the system returns the message "ILLEGAL 
DATA", you should re-read the Madabase instruction again 
and input the appropriate response.  If you are unsure of 
the response, you should consult the appropriate section of 
this user manual before responding again. Please do not 
attempt to use the Madabase system without having a user 
manual available. 
The Initial Database 
In order to demonstrate the concepts of shop floor 
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control, the Madabase System has been loaded with infor- 
mation representing a hypothetical company. This hypo- 
thetical company is presumed to be the nation's largest 
manufacturer of Widgets, Framus's, and Thing-a-ma-jigs. 
These products are machined from stock material and no 
assembly operations are required.  Figure 2 shows the 
routings for these products. There are currently fifteen 
open orders in this shop, as exhibited in Figure 3- The 
Madabase System, however, can accomodate 100 open orders at 
one tine. Figure k  is an "Order Exception Report" which 
shows that of the 15 orders, two are projected as being 
late.  Figure 5 is a "Machine List" which shows that the 
shop is loaded to 61 percent of its total capacity and 
that the critical machines in the shop are 30B, 35A, and 
i+OA.  Now that the shop situation has been defined, the 
Madabase functions can be explained in detail. 
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ROUTING REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 13, 1979 
PRODUCT 
OP * 
OP ♦ 
OP 
1 
2 
2 
3 
4 
5 
003   THING-A-MA-JIG 
MACH  TYPE     MACHINE TIME     SET UP TIME PREF 
1 35A R TURN 109 .030 0 
2 30B CONTOUR 207 .041 0 
3 15B ENDMILL 147 .021 1 
3 ISA ENDMILL 147 .037 0 
4 10A FC MILL 106 .035 0 
5 40A M CTR 206 .030 0 
6 55A GRIND 191 .041 0 
002   FRAMUS 
MACH  TYPE     MACHINE TIME 
10A 
ISA 
1SB 
20A 
40A 
50A 
FC MILL 
CTR MIL 
CTR MIL 
DRILL 
M CTR 
GRIND 
100 
176 
176 
071 
210 
201 
SET UP TIME PREF 
1 35A R TURN .096 .021 0 
2 30A F TURN .127 .036 1 
2 30B F TURN .127 .063 0 
3 40A M CTR .197 .039 0 
4 10A FC MILL .103 .031 0 
S 5SA GRIND 
001 
.210 
WIDGET 
.040 0 
* MACH TYPE MACHINE TIME SET UP TIME PREF 
• 
.0S7 
.041 
.062 
.037 
.043 
.046 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Figure 2 
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ORDER LIST 
MADABASE 
FEB . 12, 1979 
ORDER CUSTOMER       PRIORITY WANT DAY FINISH DAY 
1900 SOLAR SYSTEMS 2 25 9 
1200 EVINRUDE MOTORS 2 27 30 
1100 LEITH MFC CO. 3 40 21 
1300 CRYSLER MARINE 3 50 36 
11000 CEHELSKY CO. 3 60 40 
11500 MICKLEY MFG 3 60 45 
1400 BECK CORP. 3 60 53 
11300 KATZBECK MFG 3 67 56 
1800 ERNEY MFG CO. 3 67 62 
1600 HICKS PUMP INC. 3 68 68 
11200 BENDIX INC. 3 70 71 
1700 BAILEY AIR CON. 4 82 74 
11400 ACTION PUMP 4 85 77 
1500 HELMS INC. 4 85 82 
11100 MORRIS BLACK 4 90 88 
Figure   .3 
ORDER EXCEPTION REPORT 
MADADASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
ORDER     CUSTOMER       PRIORITY WANT DAY FINISH DAY 
1200       EVINRUDE MOTORS  2 27       30 
11200      BENDIX INC.       3 70       71 
Figure L 
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MACHINE LIST 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
MACHINE      DESCRIPTION UTIL 
10A BRIDGEPORT MILLING MACHINE 
15A PRATT & WHITNEY N/C MILL 
15B PRATT & WHITNEY N/C MILL 
20A BAKER DRILL PRESS 
30A CINCINNATI N/C TURRENT LATHE 
30B CINCINNATI N/C TURRENT LATHE 
35A LE BLONDE LATHE 
40A BURGMASTER N/C MACHINING CENTER 
50A LANDIS CENTERLESS GRINDER 
55A ROCKWELL GRINDER 
TOTAL MACHINE UTILIZATION =  61 X 
3h 
44 X 
61 X 
S7 X 
27 X 
SS X 
91 X 
99 X 
90 X 
35 X 
S2 X 
Function 1 
Changing Order Information 
The purpose of this function is to allow manufac- 
turing management to see the effects of expediting or do- 
expediting shop orders.  For the order information to be 
changed, you must first input an order number which exists 
in the data base.  Figure 3 provides a list of all existing 
order numbers. If you input an incorrect order number 
you will receive the error message, "NO SUCH ORDER NUM- 
BER", and then you will be given a chance to input a cor- 
rect number. Do not input any blank spaces before typing 
the order number. 
Once a correct order number has been input, the next 
field to be manipulated is the orders priority. Priority 
can be any single digit number from zero to nine. Lower 
priority numbers indicate higher relative priorities, 
therefore, zero is the highest priority an order can have 
and nine is the lowest.  If the order priority is not to 
be changed, input the letter "Z". 
The next feild which car. be manipulated is the customer 
want date. Want date can be any one to three digit, 
integer number, but it should not exceed 365. No decimal 
point should be typed following the number. If the cus- 
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tomer want date is not to be changed, input the number 
"0", zero. 
Figure k  shows that order 1200 is late by three days. 
Let us assume that we would want to expedite this order in 
order to meet our shipping commitment.  Figure 6 shows how 
an order can be expedited. First the function number is 
input.  In this case we input "1" to allow us to change 
order information. Second, we input the order number whose 
information is to be changed, "1200".  The next step is to 
input a new priority. By giving order 1200 a priority of 
"1", it will be scheduled before all of the other orders, 
since no order has a priority number lees than 2. The last 
step is to input a new customer want date.  In this case, we 
have no reason to change the want date so "ZERO" is input. 
At this point we have finished with order 1200, and since 
no other order information is to be changed, "ZZZ" is input 
to end the processing of this function.  If we have no need 
to see the function list, UN0U is input. Now we would like 
to schedule the shop based on the new priority information, 
so "10" is input. 
Once the scheduling module is finished, the Order List 
can be generated, as shown in Figure ?. This shows that 
order 1200 was indeed scheduled first and also  that the 
order is completed on day 29 which is still two days late. 
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Figure 8 shows that the new priority scheme reduces shop 
utilization to %%.     Figure 9 shows that the now schene also 
causes eight other orders to become late. Therefore, 
expediting order I20C is not recommended. 
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**** INPUT FUNCTION NUMBER **** 
i 
*** INPUT ORDER NUMBER *** 
*****   AS OUTLINED IN USER MANUAL ***** 
******   TO END TYPE => ZZZ <= ****** 
1200 
*** INPUT NEW PRIORITY *** 
**** AS OUTLINED IN USER MANUAL **** 
***** TYPE => Z <= IF PRIORITY NOT CHANGED ** 
i 
*** INPUT NEW WANT DATE *** 
**** AS OUTLINED IN USER MANUAL **** 
** TYPE => 0 <= IF DATE NOT CHANGED ** 
0 
*** INPUT ORDER NUMBER *** 
***** AS OUTLINED IN USER MANUAL ***** 
******   TO END TYPE => ZZZ <= ****** 
ZZZ 
EXIT 
** WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE THE FUNCTION LIST ** 
TYPE => YES <= OR TYPE => NO <« 
NO 
**** INPUT FUNCTION NUMBER **** 
10 
EXIT 
Figure 6 
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ORDER LIST 
MADABASE 
MAR . 16, 197? 
ORDER CUSTOMER       PRIORITY WANT DAY FINISH DAY 
1200 EVINRUDE MOTORS 1 27 29 
1900 SOLAR SYSTEMS 2 2S 31 
1100 LEITH MFG CO. 3 40 35 
1300 CRYSLER MARINE 3 50 43 
11000 CEHELSKY CO. 3 60 50 
I1S00 MICKLEY MFG 3 60 54 
1400 BECK CORP. 3 60 62 
11300 KATZBECK MFG 3 67 65 
1800 ERNEY MFG CO. 3 67 71 
1600 HICKS PUMP INC. 3 68 77 
11200 BENDIX INC. 3 70 81 
1700 BAILEY AIR CON. 4 82 84 
11400 ACTION PUMP 4 8S 86 
1500 HELMS INC. 4 85 92 
11100 MORRIS BLACK 4 90 97 
-A Figure    7 
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MACHINE 
10A 
ISA 
15B 
20A 
30A 
30B 
35A 
40A 
SOA 
S5A 
MACHINE LIST 
MADABASE 
MAR. 16, 1979 
DESCRIPTION UTIL 
BRIDGEPORT MILLING MACHINE 
PRATT 4 WHITNEY N/C MILL 
PRATT & WHITNEY N/C MILL 
BAKER DRILL PRESS 
CINCINNATI N/C TURRENT LATHE 
CINCINNATI N/C TURRENT LATHE 
LE BLONDE LATHE 
BURGMASTER N/C MACHINING CENTER 
LANDIS CENTERLESS GRINDER 
ROCKWELL GRINDER 
TOTAL MACHINE UTILIZATION -  56 Z 
Figure 8 
40 X 
43 X 
52 X 
22 X 
60 X 
86 X 
99 X 
81 X 
31 X 
47 X 
ORDER EXCEPTION REPORT 
MADABASE 
MAR. 16, 1979 
ORDER CUSTOMER       PRIORITY 1 UANT DAY FINISH DAY 
1200 EVINRUDE MOTORS  1 27 29 
1900 SOLAR SYSTEMS    2 25 31 
1400 BECK CORP.       3 60 62 
1800 ERNEY MFG CO.    3 67 71 
1600 HICKS PUMP INC.  3 68 77 
11200 BENDIX INC.      3 70 81 
1700 BAILEY AIR CON.  4 82 84 
11400 ACTION PUMP      4 85 86 
1500 HELMS INC.       4 85 92 
11100 MORRIS BLACK     4 90 97 
Figure    9 
Function 2 
Deleting Orders 
This function provides the capability for removing 
orders from the data base. This becomes necessary when 
Madabase is used in a real shop and orders are completed. 
The completed orders have to bo removed from the data base. 
The process for deleting orders is simple. However, an 
existing order number must be input. Figure 10 shows all , 
of the existing order numbers.  In this case order number 
"1200" will be deleted.  Figure 11 shows the deletion 
procedure and it's results.  First, function number "2" 
is input.  Second, the order number "1200" is input.  If 
an incorrect order number is input the message, "NO SUCH 
ORDER NUMBER", is returned. Since no other orders are to 
be deleted, "ZZZ" is input to end the processing of this 
function. The Order List in figure 11 no longer displays 
any information for order 1200. The order has been removed 
from the data base. 
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ORDER LIST 
HADABASE 
MAR . 16, 1979 
ORDER CUSTOMER       PRIORITY WANT DAY FINISH DAY 
1900 SOLAR SYSTEMS 2 25 9 
1200 EVINRUDE MOTORS 2 27 30 
1100 LEITH MFC CO. 3 40 21 
1300 CRYSLER MARINE 3 SO 34 
11000 CEHELSKY CO. 3 60 41 
11500 MICKLEY MFC 3 60 45 
1400 BECK CORP. 3 60 53 
11300 KATZBECK MFC 3 67 56 
1800 ERNEY MFG CO. 3 67 62 
1600 HICKS PUMP INC. 3 68 68 
11200 BENDIX INC. 3 70 70 
1700 BAILEY AIR CON. 4 82 73 
11400 ACTION PUMP 4 85 75 
1500 HELMS INC. 4 85 81 
11100 MORRIS BLACK 4 90 86 
Figure     10 
k3 
**** INPUT FUNCTION NUMBER **** 
2 
*** INPUT ORDER NUMBER *** 
**** AS OUTLINED IN USER MANUAL **** 
****** TO END TYPE => ZZZ <= ****** 
1200 
*** INPUT ORDER NUMBER *** 
**** AS OUTLINED IN USER MANUAL **** 
****** TO END TYPE => ZZZ <= ****** 
ZZZ 
EXIT 
1 ORDER LIST 
MADABASE 
MAR. 16, 1979 
ORDER CUSTOMER       1 
SOLAR SYSTEMS 
PRIORITY WANT DAY FINISH DAY 
1900 2 25 9 
1100 LEITH MFG CO. 3 40 21 
1300 CRYSLER MARINE 3 50 34 
11000 CEHELSKY CO. 3 60 41 
11500 MICKLEY MFG 3 60 45 
1400 BECK CORP. 3 60 53 
11300 KATZBECK MFG 3 67 56 
1800 ERNEY MFG CO. 3 67 62 
1600 HICKS PUMP INC 3 68 68 
11200 BENDIX INC. 3 70 70 
1700 BAILEY AIR CON 4 82 73 
11400 ACTION PUMP 4 85 7S 
1500 HELMS INC. 4 85 81 
11100 MORRIS BLACK 4 90 86 
Figure  11 
Function 3 
Adding Orders 
Adding orders allows sales personnel to see the 
effects that new orders have on the shop and to provide a 
guideline for determining customer order shipping dates. 
The Madabase system uses free format input delimiting data 
fields by commas. The following format is used to input 
new orders: 
F1,F2,F3,F/f,F5,F6,F7,F8,F9,F8,F9, 
F1: order number, maximum of 10 alphanumeric characters 
F2:  customer name, maximum of 15 alphanumerics 
F3:  customer address, maximum of 15 alphanumerics 
F/+: customer priority, single digit numeric, 0 to 9 
F5: want date, one to three digit integer 
F6: product number, three digit integer 
F7: quantity desired, one to four digit integer 
F8: same as F6, if necessary 
F9: same as F7, if necessary 
You must include a comma after the last field input, 
then depress the carriage return. 
Figure 12 shows the procedure for adding an order to 
the data base. The order number is "AIOOO". The customer 
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name is "NEW ORDER" and the customer address is "EXAMPLE". 
The order priority is "1" and the want date is "30". For 
product "001", "10" units are desired, for "002", "5" units 
are desired, and finally for "003", "15" units are desired. 
Since no other orders are to be added, "ZZZ" is input to 
end the processing of this function. Now the order is added, 
figure 13 shows it's addition to the data base. The finish 
date for order A1000 is zero. The reason for this is that 
the shop has not yet been rescheduled. Figure 14 shows 
the result of scheduling the shop with the new order. 
Order A1000 is completed on day 15, which ic early. 
kS 
**** INPUT FUNCTION NUMBER **** 
3 
*** INPUT A NEW ORDER *** 
**** AS OUTLINED IN USER MANUAL **** 
***** TO END TYPE => ZZZ <= ***** 
Ai00 0,NEW ORDER,EXAMPLE,1,30,001,10,002,5,003,15, 
*** INPUT A NEW ORDER *** 
**** AS OUTLINED IN USER MANUAL **** 
***** TO END TYPE => ZZZ <= ***** 
ZZZ 
EXIT 
Figure  12 
ORDER LIST 
MADABASE 
MAR . 16, 1979 
ORDER CUSTOMER       PRIORITY WANT DAY FINISH DAY 
A1000 NEW ORDER 1 30 0 
1900 SOLAR SYSTEMS 2 2S 9 
1200 EVINRUDE MOTORS 2 27 30 
1100 LEITH MFG CO. 3 40 21 
1300 CRYSLER MARINE 3 50 34 
IiOOO CEHELSKY CO. 3 60 41 
11500 MICKLEY MFC 3 60 45 
1400 BECK CORP. 3 60 53 
11300 KATZBECK MFG 3 67 56 
1800 ERNEY MFC CO. 3 67 62 
1600 HICKS PUMP INC. 3 68 68 
11200 BENDIX INC. 3 70 70 
1700 BAILEY AIR CON. 4 82 73 
11400 ACTION PUMP 4 85 75 
ISOO HELMS INC. 4 85 81 
11100 MORRIS BLACK 4 90 86 
Figure    13 
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ORDER LIST 
HADABASE 
MAR . 16, 197? 
ORDER CUSTOMER       PRIORITY WANT DAY FINISH DAY 
A1000 NEU ORDER 1 
• 
30 15 
1900 SOLAR SYSTEMS 2 25 17 
1200 EVINRUDEvJIOTORS 
LEITH MFG)CO. 
2 27 33 
1100 3 40 24 
1300 CRYSLER MARINE 3 50 39 
11000 CEHELSKY CO. 3 60 45 
11500 MICKLEY MFC 3 60 SO 
1400 BECK CORP.  l 3 60 58 
11300 KATZBECK MFG 3 67 61 
1800 ERNEY MFG CO. 3 67 67 
1600 HICKS PUMP INC. 3 68 73 
11200 BENDIX INC. 3 70 76 
1700 BAILEY AIR CON. 4 82 79 
11400 ACTION PUMP 4 85 82 
1500 HELMS INC. 4 85 87 
11100 MORRIS BLACK 4 90 93 
Figure    Ik 
k9 
Function k 
Deleting Machines 
The purpose of this function is to allow manufacturing 
management to see the effects of capital equipment liquid- 
ation. To delete a machine from the data base the correct 
number must be input for that machine.  Figure 15 shows the 
listing for all existing machines and the procedure for 
deleting machine 15B. As shown in the figure, an error 
message is generated if an incorrect number is input. "ZZZ" 
is input to stop the processing of this function.  Figure 16 
shows the results of scheduling the shop without machine 
15B. The utilization of machine 15A is increased from 65 
to 80 percent, which causes no serious problems. However, 
order 1600 now becomes late by one day. How management has 
the information needed to make its decision as to the 
liquidation of machine 15B. 
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MACHINE 
MACHINE LIST 
MADABASE 
MAR. 16, 197? 
DESCRIPTION UTIL 
10A 
ISA 
15B 
20A 
30A 
30B 
3SA 
40A 
50A 
SSA 
BRIDGEPORT MILLING MACHINE 
PRATT & WHITNEY N/C MILL 
PRATT & WHITNEY N/C MILL 
BAKER DRILL PRESS 
CINCINNATI N/C TURRENT LATHE 
CINCINNATI N/C TURRENT LATHE 
LE BLONDE LATHE 
BURGMASTER N/C MACHINING CENTER 
LANDIS CENTERLESS GRINDER 
ROCKWELL GRINDER 
TOTAL MACHINE UTILIZATION ■  63 X 
4S X 
65 X 
63 X 
2S X 
60 X 
97 X 
99 X 
91 X 
36 X 
S3 X 
****   INPUT FUNCTION NUMBER **** 
*** INPUT MACHINE 
**** AS OUTLINED I 
******   TO END TYPE 
15S 
**** NO SUCH MACHI 
*** INPUT MACHINE 
**** AS OUTLINED I 
******   TO END TYPE 
15B 
*** INPUT MACHINE 
**** AS OUTLINED I 
****** TO END TYPE 
zzz 
NUMBER *** 
N USER MANUAL **** 
=> ZZZ <= ****** 
NE4NUMBER **** 
NUMBER *** 
N USER MANUAL **** 
=> ZZZ <= ****** 
NUMBER *** 
N USER MANUAL **** 
=> ZZZ <= ****** 
EXIT 
Figure 15 
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MACHINE LIST 
MADABASE 
MAR. 16, 1979 
MACHINE      DESCRIPTION UTIL 
10A BRIDGEPORT MILLING MACHINE 
ISA PRATT & WHITNEY N/C MILL 
20A BAKER DRILL PRESS 
30A CINCINNATI N/C TURRENT LATHE 
30B CINCINNATI N/C TURRENT LATHE 
35A LE BLONDE LATHE 
40A BURGMASTER N/C MACHINING CENTER 
50A LANDIS CENTERLESS GRINDER 
5SA ROCKWELL GRINDER 
TOTAL MACHINE UTILIZATION ■  62 X 
43 X 
80 X 
20 X 
SS X 
91 X 
99 X 
88 X 
34 X 
SI X 
ORDER 
ORDER EXCEPTION REPORT 
MADABASE 
MAR. 16, 1979 
CUSTOMER       PRIORITY WANT DAY FINISH DAY 
1200 
1600 
11200 
EVINRUDE MOTORS  2          27 
HICKS PUMP INC.  3           68 
BENDIX INC.      3          70 
30 
69 
73 
Figure 16 
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Function 5 
Adding Machines 
This function allows management to view the effects 
of possible capital equipment expenditures.  In order to 
add a machine to the data base the machine number and de- 
scription must be input.  Product information must also bo 
input such as: product number for which the machine will bo 
used, the operation number and type, the machine time and 
set up time, and finally the machine preference if any. 
Machine numbers should be three digit alphanumerics and no 
duplicate machine numbers are allowed. The machine de- 
scription should be no more than 37 alphanumeric characters. 
The product number must exist within the data base or else 
you will receive an error message. The operation type 
should be less than seven alphabetic characters. Machine 
time is a five character decimal number with three decimal 
places. The decimal point must be included and the input 
can not end on the decimal point. Therefore, the value "911 
must be input as "9.0". Set up time has the same set of 
constraints. Preference key is a single digit integer. 
Figure 17 shows the procedure for adding an additional 
Le Blonde lathe to the shop. The machine number "353" then 
the description "LE BLONDE LATHE" are first input. Then 
the product information for "002" is input. The operation 
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number "1" and type "P TURK" are input along with the 
machine ".097" and set up ".030" times. Then the preference 
key is input "0". Similar information is input for product 
"003". When no more product information is to be input zero 
is typed. "ZZZ" is input to end the processing of the 
function. Once this is all completed the shop is resched- 
uled. 
Figures 18 and 19 show that the additional does not 
have a g*eat deal of impact on the shop. In fact only one 
day is gained on each of the late orders. Figure 20 shows 
that the new shop bottleneck will occur at machines 30A and 
30B. Management, therefore, should try the addition of a 
Cincinnati N/C Turrent Lathe in conjunction with the Le 
Blonde lathe and view the results. 
5k 
**** INPUT FUNCTION NUMBER **** 
5 
*** INPUT  MACHINE NUMBER *** 
**** AS OUTLINED IN USER MANUAL **** 
***** TO END TYPE => ZZZ <= ***** 
3SB 
*** INPUT MACHINE DESCRIPTION *** 
LE BLONDE LATHE 
*** INPUT PRODUCT NUMBER *** 
**** AS OUTLINED IN USER MANUAL **** 
***** TO END TYPE => 0 <= ***** 
002 
*** PLEASE REFER TO USER MANUAL *** 
*** FOR THE FOLLOWING INPUT *** 
*** INPUT OPERATION NUMBER *** 
i 
*** INPUT OPERATION TYPE *** 
R TURN 
*** INPUT MACHINE TIME *** 
.097 
*** INPUT SET UP TIME *** 
.030 
*** INPUT PREFERENCE KEY *** 
0 
*** INPUT PRODUCT NUMBER *** 
**** AS OUTLINED IN USER MANUAL **** 
***** TO END TYPE => 0 <= ***** 
003 
.*** PLEASE REFER TO USER MANUAL *** 
*** FOR THE FOLLOWING INPUT *** 
*** INPUT OPERATION NUMBER *** 
1 
*** INPUT OPERATION TYPE *** 
R TURN 
*** INPUT MACHINE TIME *** 
.110 
*** INPUT SET UP TIME *** 
.035 
*** INPUT PREFERENCE KEY *** 
0 
*** INPUT PRODUCT NUMBER *** 
**** AS OUTLINED IN USER MANUAL **** 
***** TO END TYPE => 0 <= ***** 
0 
*** INPUT  MACHINE NUMBER *** 
**** AS OUTLINED IN USER MANUAL **** 
***** TO END TYPE => ZZZ <= ***** 
ZZZ 
Figure 17 
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ORDER LIST 
HADABASE 
MAR . 16, 1979 
ORDER CUSTOMER       PRIORITY WANT DAY FINISH DAY 
1900 SOLAR SYSTEMS 2 25 9 
1200 EVINRUDE MOTORS 2 27 29 
1100 LEITH MFC CO. 3 40 31 
1300 CRYSLER MARINE 3 50 39 
IiOOO CEHELSKY CO. 3 60 44 
11500 MICKLEY MFG 3 60 48 
1400 BECK CORP. 3       v^ 60 51 
11300 KATZBECK MFG 3 67 56 
1800 ERNEY MFG CO. 3 67 62 
1600 HICKS PUMP INC. 3 68 68 
11200 BENDIX INC. 3 70 72 
1700 BAILEY AIR CON. 4 82 75 
11400 ACTION PUMP 4 85 77 
1500 HELMS INC. 4 85 83 
11100 MORRIS BLACK 4 90 88 
Figure    18 
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ORDER EXCEPTION REPORT 
MADABASE 
MAR. 16, 1979 
ORDER     CUSTOMER       PRIORITY WANT DAY FINISH DAY 
1200       EVINRUDE MOTORS  2 27       29 
11200      BENDIX INC.      3 70       72 
Figure 19 
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MACHINE LIST 
HADABASE 
MAR. 16, 197? 
MACHINE      DESCRIPTION UTIL 
10A BRIDGEPORT MILLING MACHINE 
ISA PRATT 4 WHITNEY N/C MILL 
15B PRATT 4 WHITNEY N/C MILL 
20A BAKER DRILL PRESS 
30A CINCINNATI N/C TURRENT LATHE 
30B CINCINNATI N/C TURRENT LATHE 
3SA LE BLONDE LATHE 
3SB LE BLONDE LATHE 
40A BURGMASTER N/C MACHINING CENTER 
50A LANDIS CENTERLESS GRINDER 
5SA ROCKWELL GRINDER 
TOTAL MACHINE UTILIZATION =  65 X 
44 X 
52 X 
55 X 
25 X 
78 X 
94 X 
99 X 
99 X 
90 X 
35 X 
52 X 
Figure 20 
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Function 6 
Scheduling Machine Failures 
The purpose of this function is to allow management to 
view the effects that scheduled maintenance or possible 
machine failures have on the shop.  Input to this function 
are machine number and the maintenance or failure start 
v 
and stop times. The machine should be one that appears on 
the Machine List (see figure 5). If you input an incorrect 
number, you will receive an error message and then given 
the chance to input a correct number. A maintenance or 
failure start time is a ten character decimal number with 
three decimal places. A decimal point must be included and 
the input must not end on the decimal point. Therefore, 
the value "9" must be input as "9.0". Stop tine has the 
samo sot of constraints as start tine. 
Figure 21 shows the procedure for scheduling machine 
failures. In this case, machine 10A is scheduled to be 
down from day 5 to day 20. The first item to be input is 
the machine number "10A". Then the failure start is input. 
In this case the input ended on the decimal point, so an 
error message was generated. The error was corrected with 
the input "5.0". The failure stop time was input "20.0" and 
"ZZZ" was input to end the processing of this function. 
Once this is completed, the shop is rescheduled. Figure 22 
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shows the machine failure for 10A occurring from day 5 to 
day 2.0, Figure 23 shows that eight additional orders are 
made late as a result of this failure. 
> 
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**** INPUT FUNCTION NUMBER **** 
6 
*** INPUT MACHINE NUMBER *** 
****** TO END TYPE => ZZZ <= ****** 
10A 
**** INPUT FAILURE START TIME **** 
***** AS OUTLINED IN USER MANUAL ***** 
S. 
%   ILLEGAL FORMAT,RETYPE THE LAST FIELD. 
S.O 
**** INPUT FAILURE STOP TIME **** 
***** AS OUTLINED IN USER MANUAL ***** 
20.0 
*** INPUT MACHINE NUMBER *** 
****** TO END TYPE => ZZZ <= ****** 
ZZZ 
EXIT 
Figure 21 
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MACHINE LOADING REPORT 
MADABASE 
MAR. 16, 1979 
MACHINE 10A 
BRIDGEPORT MILLING MACHINE 
UTIL:  38 7. 
ORDER PRODUCT START FINISH 
FAILURE 000 5.000 20.000 
1900 003 20.001 21.096 
1200 003 21.097 24.277 
1100 001 24.278 26.335 
1300 003 26.336 29.551 
11000 001 29.552 32.109 
1100 002 32.469 33.530 
11500 001 33.531 35.088 
11500 003 35.089 36.714 
1400 001 36.715 38.272 
1800 001 38.273 39.773 
1600 001 39.774 41.274 
11200 001 41.275 42.775 
1700 001 42.776 43.776 
1700 003 43.777 44.872 
11000 002 44.934 45.964 
11400 003 45.965 47.060 
1400 002 62.689 64.234 
11300 002 65.645 67.190 
1800 002 71.834 73.379 
1600 002 78.023 79.568 
11200 002 79.994 81.024 
1500 002 92.436 93.981 
11100 002 96.377 98.437 
Figure 22. 
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ORDER EXCEPTION REPORT 
HADABASE 
MAR . 16, 1979 
ORDER CUSTOMER       PRIORITY WANT DAY FINISH DAY 
1200 EVINRUDE MOTORS 2 27 36 
1400 BECK CORP. 3 60 67 
11300 KATZBECK MFC 3 67 70 
1800 ERNEY MFG CO. 3 67 76 
1600 HICKS PUMP INC. 3 68 82 
11200 BENDIX INC. 3 70 86 
1700 BAILEY AIR CON. 4 82 89 
11400 ACTION PUMP 4 85 91 
1500 HELMS INC. 4 85 97 
11100 MORRIS BLACK 4 90 102 
Figure    2$ 
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Function 7 
Clear Machine Failures 
The purpose of this function is to clear all machine 
failures out of the data base. Once the function number "7" 
is input no additional responses are required from the user 
by this function. When invoked, this function will delete 
all machine failures automatically. No other Madabaso 
function will delete machine failures. Once the failures 
are deleted the user may continue to work with Madabase as 
if no failures were ever scheduled. 
6*f 
Function 8 
Adding Products 
The purpose of this function is to allow for new 
product development or to accommodate engineering changes to 
a product. The Madabase system uses free format input 
delimiting data fields by commas. The following format is 
used to input new products: 
F1,F2,F3,Fif,F5,F6,F7,F8,F9 
F1: product number, three digit integer 
F2: product name, maximum of 15 alphanumerics 
F3t average total processing time to produce one unit 
of product, five digit integer, in thousandths of a 
day (1 day = 1000) 
F/ft  operation number, one or two digit integer 
F5: operation type, maximum of 7 alphabetics 
F6: machine number, three alphanumerics, must exist 
F7: machine time of operation, similar to F3 
F8: set up time of operation, similar to F3 
F9: preference, one digit integer 
Fields F4 through F9 can be repeated in sequence up 
to 25 times as necessary for routing.  Figure 24 shows the 
current products and their routings.  Figure 25 shows the 
procedure for adding a product to the data base. The new 
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product only has two operations, a rough turn and a finish 
turn. The product number is "004" and the name is "!.TW 
PRODUCT".  The average total processing time is "250" or 
one quater of a day. The first operation is "1" which is an 
"R TURN" on machine "35A". The machine time is "100" or one 
tenth of a day, and the set up time is "025". The prefer- 
ence is "0", zero. The next operation is "2" which is an 
"F TURN" on machine "30A".  The machine time is "100" and 
the set up time is "025". Once again, the preference is 
zero. Since no more products are to be added, "ZZZ" is 
input to end the processing of this function.  Figure 26 
shows the addition of the new product in the Routing Report. 
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ROUTINC REPORT 
MADABASE 
MAR. 16, 1979 
PRODUCT 
003 THING-A-MA-JIG 
OP # 
OP * 
OP 
MACH  TYPE MACHINE TIME SET UP TIME PREF 
1 35A R TURN 109 .030 0 
2 30B CONTOUR 207 .041 0 
3 1SB ENDMILL 147 .021 1 
3 ISA ENDMILL 147 .037 0 
4 10A FC MILL 106 .035 0 
5 40A M CTR 206 .030 0 
& S5A GRIND 191 .041 0 
002   FRAMUS 
MACH  TYPE     MACHINE TIME SET UP TIME PREF 
1 35A R TURN .096 .021 0 
2 30A F TURN .127 .036 1 
2 30B F TURN .127 .063 0 
3 40A M CTR .197 .039 0 
4 10A FC MILL .103 .031 0 
S SSA GRIND .210 .040 0 
001   WIDGET 
* MACH TYPE MACHINE TIME SET UP TIME PREF 
1 10A FC MILL .100 .057 0 
2 15A CTR MIL .176 .041 1 
2 1SB CTR MIL .176 .062 0 
3 20A DRILL .071 .037 0 
4 40A M CTR .210 .043 .0 
5 SOA GRIND .201 .046 0 
c 
Figure 2.1\ 
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OP * 
OP * 
OP * 
ROUTING REPORT 
MADABASE 
MAR. 16, 1979 
PRODUCT 
003   THING-A-MA-JIG 
MACH  TYPE     MACHINE TIME     SET UP TIME PREF 
1 35A R TURN 109 .030 0 
2 30P CONTOUR 207 .041 0 
3 1SB ENDMILL 147 .021 1 
3 ISA ENDMILL 147 .037 0 
4 10A FC MILL 106 .035 0 
S 40A M CTR 206 .030 0 
6 55A GRIND 191 .041 0 
002   FRAMUS 
MACH  TYPE     MACHINE TIME SET UP TIME PREF 
1 35A R TURN .096 .021 0 
2 30A F TURN .127 .036 1 
2 30P F TURN .127 .063 0 
3 40A M CTR .197 .039 0 
4 10A FC MILL .103 .031 0 
S SSA GRIND .210 .040 0 
001 WIDGET 
t MACH TYPE MACHINE TIME SET UP TIME: PREF 
1 10A FC MILL .100 .0S7 0 
2 ISA CTR MIL .176 .041 1 
2 15B CTR MIL .176 .062 0 
3 20A DRILL .071 .037 0 
4 40A M CTR .210 .043 0 
S SOA GRIND .201 .046 0 
004   NEW PRODUCT 
MACH  TYPE     MACHINE TIME SET UP TIME PREF 
1 3SA 
2 
Figure ir 
R TURN .100 .025 0 
F TURN .100 
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.025 0 
Function 9 
Deleting Products 
The purpose of this function is to delete old routings 
from the data base. The only input to this function is the 
product number to be deleted.  The Routing Report, shown in 
figure 26, gives all of the existing product numbers.  If 
an incorrect number is input, you will recieve an error 
message and then given the chance to input a correct number. 
Figure 27 shows the procedure for deleting product number 
"OOZf". Since no other products are to be deleted, "999"» 
not "ZZZ". is input to stop the processing of this function. 
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**** INPUT FUNCTION NUMBER **** 
9 
*** INPUT PRODUCT NUMBER *** 
**** AS OUTLINED IN USER MANUAL **** 
****** TO END TYPE => 999 <= ****** 
004 
*** INPUT PRODUCT NUMBER *** 
**** AS OUTLINED IN USER MANUAL **** 
****** TO END TYPE => 999 <= ****** 
999 
EXIT 
Figure 27 
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s 
Function 10 
Scheduling the Shop 
The purpose of this function is to allow the user to 
schedule the shop when he feels it is appropriate. Once 
the function number "10" is input no additional response is 
required of the the user by this function. Once invoked, 
this function will schedule the shop based on the current 
data base. This function does not clear machine failures 
from the data base. The scheduling module is discussed in 
Chapter 2 of this thesis. 
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Function 11 
See the Reports 
This function produces a list of Madabaso reports (see 
figure 28) and allows the user to access them as ho wishes. 
The user can view as many of these reports as he likes and 
by inputting report number "9" this function will return 
the user to the function list. The Madabase reports are 
discussed in detail in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 
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YOU MAY RECIEVE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING REPORTS 
1) ORDER LIST 
2) MACHINE LIST 
3) ORDER EXCEPTION REPORT 
4) ENTIRE MACHINE LOADING REPORT 
(NOTE: THIS IS A LONG REPORT 
BE PREPARED TO WAIT) 
5) A SPECIFIC MACHINE'S LOADING REPORT 
6) ENTIRE ORDER STATUS REPORT 
(NOTE: THIS IS ALSO A LONG REPORT) 
7) A SPECIFIC ORDER'S STATUS REPORT 
8) PRODUCT ROUTING REPORT 
9) NO MORE REPORTS, CONTINUE PROCESSING 
Figure 28 
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Function 12 
Stop Processing 
The purpose of this function is to stop the processing 
of the Madaba6e system and to log the user out of the 
computer. Once the function number "12" is input, no more 
processing is possible by the user. 
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Chapter k 
ThiG chapter presents some ideas for the expansion 
of the Hadabase system and points out areas where further 
study could benefit manufacturing management. 
The Concept of Infinite Routing 
Madabase is a system that looks to the future. 
Sometime in the near future, manufacturing technology 
will have advanced to the stage where a shop may have 
several computer controlled machines capable of performing 
the same operations. It will make no difference which 
machine performs the operation as long as the operation 
is completed as soon as possible. 
Infinite routing does not mean there is an infinite 
number of routings possible, but rather that a large num- 
ber of routings are possible. By specifying in the routing 
all machines that can perform a particular operation, the 
Madabase system will schedule the machine that can complete 
the operation the earliest. The Madabase system even pro- 
vides the capability to include machine preferences so 
that management can have the power to decide which machine 
is scheduled in case of a tie. 
On the surface, the concept of infinite routing seems 
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feasible enough. However, an in depth investigation is 
necessary to define the costs and procedures involved for 
a shop to operate using this concept. Another hurdle to 
overcome is the lack of receptiveness of manufacturing 
management to the idea. 
The Scheduling Module 
As described in Chapter 2, the present Madabase sched- 
uling module is as simplified as possible. No attempt has 
been made to schedule toward optimality or to apply differ- 
ent scheduling techniques.  Because of Madabase's modular 
design, different scheduling modules could be developed 
and easily integrated with the existing system. 
♦  One module might use the existing scheduling logic, 
but it would continually resort the orders and schedule. 
It would retain the different scheduling information, and 
it would display the order sequence which maximized shop 
utilization while minimizing late orders. 
Another idea, which is very feasible, is to have many 
different scheduling modules and to allow manufacturing 
management the option of choosing which module the system 
is to use.  In this case, management can try different 
approaches to shop scheduling and decide which one works 
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for them. 
MRP and Madabase 
The current Madabase system is not capable of sched- 
uling multi-component parts. The system also assumes that 
the raw material needed to produce the product is always 
available. This does not reflect how things work in 
reality.  It would be advantageous if Madabase would con- 
sider product bill of material and raw stock inventory in- 
formation. Computerized systems which provide this informa- 
tion have already been developed and are called Material 
Requirements Planning systems. 
MRP systems require a bill of material file, a pro- 
duction schedule, and an inventory status file as input. 
The Madabase system could provide the production schedule 
for the MRP system, while in turn using the same bill of 
material file as input for its own processing. The bill 
of material would provide Madabase with the basic product 
structures so that the scheduling module could be enhanced 
to include assembly operations. Assembly operations would 
require that extra data fields be included in the sched-rec 
records of the Madabase data base. The first field would 
contain the level number of the component and the second 
field would contain the name jf the sub-assembly in which 
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it is to be used.  The start time of the sub-assembly could 
then be derived from the latest finish time of the compo- 
nent parts.       " 
The marriage between MRP and Madahaee is a synorgiotic 
one. Madabase would provide a consistant production 
schedule for the MRP system. The MRP system, in turn, 
would insure that the materials are available to meet the 
schedule.  Both systems could run off of the same bill of 
materials, as illustrated in Figure 29.  If this were done, 
manufacturing management would be the recipient of great 
benefits. 
Mere Madabase Reports 
Madabase provided information concerning order status 
and machine loading.  It is very possible that once manage- 
ment becomes comfortable receiving this information their 
demand for more and varied reports will increase. One such 
report might be a snapshot of the shop at any given point 
in time. This would allow management to discover trends 
which might exist in the shop. To iteet the information 
needs of manufacturing management an investigation should 
be made into shops that have been using shop floor control 
for some years. The data items within Madabase should be 
reviewed and additbns should be made as necessary to pro- 
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Madabase 
data base / "*• 
Madabase 
Reports 
MRP 
ReDortc 
Figure 29 
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vide manufacturing management with the information they 
desire. 
Start Up Problems 
The Kadabase system starts scheduling orders into an 
empty shop. No work-in-progress exists and all the ma- 
chine are idle. This is not a realistic assumption. The 
reason for this is that Madabase currently works with a non- 
existent shop and no work is done on any shop order.  If 
Madabase was operating in an actual shop environment, feed- 
back from the shop concerning work that had been completod 
would be considered by the system. There are ways, however, 
to get around this problem using a hypothetical shop. 
The first way would be to have a large file of hypo- 
thetical orders and use them to run the system. When the 
system reached a steady state a snapshot of the shop would 
be taken and this shop condition would be used at time zero. 
Steady state can be found by keeping track of shop utiliza- 
tion. When the fluctuations in utilizatin become very 
small, it can be assumed that steady state has been achieved. 
Another way to start with a fully loaded working shop 
would be to explore the conditions which exist in local 
shops. By surveying many shops one could come up with an 
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average loading. This loading would then be translated into 
the Madabase system and used at tine zero. 
Date Considerations 
The Madabase system performs all of its internal 
calculations based on thousandths of a day. The syatom 
also reports start and finish times in this manner. As a 
result order input must be converted into thousandths of a 
day. The Madabase system does not keep track of Julian or 
Gregorian dates. One big improvement that could bo made to 
Madabase would be to make the addition of an internal 
calender. This calender would interact with the DECSYSTEM- 
20 and provide the user with the capability to use actual 
dates for inputting order information. The internal cal- 
culations, however, should be left in thousandths of a day 
to facilitate the speed it takes for the computer to make 
the necessary scheduling computations. 
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APPENDIX  A 
The Madabaso Reports 
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ORDER LIST 
MADABASE 
FEB . 12, 1979 
ORDER CUSTOMER       PRIORITY WANT DAY FINISH DAY 
1900 SOLAR SYSTEMS 2 25 9 
1200 EVINRUDE MOTORS 2 27 30 
1100 LEITH MFC CO. 3 40 21 
1300 CRYSLER MARINE 3 50 36 
11000 CEHELSKY CO. 3 60 40 
11500 MICKLEY MFG 3 60 45 
1400 BECK CORP. 3 60 S3 
11300 KATZBECK MFG 3 67 56 
1800 ERNEY MFG CO. 3 67 62 
1600 HICKS PUMP INC. 3 68 68 
11200 BENDIX INC. 3 70 71 
1700 BAILEY AIR CON. 4 82 74 
11400 ACTION PUMP 4 85 77 
1500 HELMS INC. 4 85 82 
11100 MORRIS BLACK 4 90 88 
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MACHINE LIST 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12. 1979 
MACHINE      DESCRIPTION UTIL 
10A BRIDGEPORT MILLING MACHINE 44 Z 
ISA PRATT & WHITNEY N/C MILL 61 X- 
15B PRATT & WHITNEY N/C MILL 57 X 
20A BAKER DRILL PRESS 27 X 
30A CINCINNATI N/C TURRENT LATHE SS X 
30B CINCINNATI N/C TURRENT LATHE 91 X 
35A LE BLONDE LATHE 99 X 
40A BURGMASTER N/C MACHINING CENTER 90 X 
50A LANDIS CENTERLESS GRINDER 35 X 
55A ROCKWELL GRINDER 52 X 
TOTAL MACHINE UTILIZATION =  61 X 
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ORDER EXCEPTION REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
ORDER     CUSTOMER       PRIORITY WANT DAY FINISH DAY 
1200       EVINRUDE MOTORS  2 27       30 
11200      BENDIX INC.      3 70       71 
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ROUTING REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 13, 1979 
PRODUCT 
003   THING-A-MA-JIG 
OP * 
 y 
I 
MACH TYPE     MACHINE TIME SET UP TIME PREF 
35A R TURN 109 .030 0 
2 30B CONTOUR 207 .041 0 
3 15B ENDMILL 147 .021 1 
3 ISA ENDMILL 147 .037 0 
4 10A FC MILL 106 . 03S 0 
5 40A M CTR 206 .030 0 
6 55A GRIND 191 .041 0 
OP # 
OP 
MACH  TYPE 
002   FRAMUS 
MACHINE TIME SET UP TIME PREF 
1 3SA R TURN .096 .021 0 
2 30A F TURN .127 .036 1 
2 30B F TURN .127 .063 0 
3 40A M CTR .197 .039 0 
4 10A FC MILL .103 .031 0 
S SSA GRIND .210 .040 0 
001   WIDGET 
* MACH TYPE     MACHINE TIME SET UP TIME PREF 
• 
1 10A FC MILL .100 .057 0 
2 15A CTR MIL .176 .041 1 
2 15B CTR MIL .176 .062 0 
3 20A DRILL 071 .037 0 
4 40A M CTR .210 .043 0 
5 SOA GRIND .201 .046 0 
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MACHINE LOADING REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 197? 
MACHINE 10A 
BRIDGEPORT MILLING MACHINE 
UTIL:  44 % 
ORDER PRODUCT START FINISH 
1900 003 4.726 5.821 
1100 001 5.822 7.879 
11500 001 7.880 9.380 
1100 002 9.923 10.984 
1400 001 10.985 12.542 
11000 002 12.900 13.930 
1700 001 13.931 14.988 
1200 003 15.015 18.195 
11000 001 18.196 20.753 
1300 003 21.226 24.406 
11500 003 24.407 25.997 
1800 001 25.998 27.555 
1600 001 27.556 29.056 
11200 001 29.057 30.S57 
1700 003 30.558 31.653 
11400 003 31.654 32.714 
1400 002 48.343 49.919 
11300 002 51.299 52.844 
1800 002 57.488 59.033 
1600 002 63.677 65.222 
11200 002 65.648 66.678 
1500 002 78.090 79.635 
11100 002 82.031 84.091 
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MACHINE LOADING REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
MACHINE ISA 
PRATT & WHITNEY N/C MILL 
UTIL:  61 % 
ORDER PRODUCT START FINISH 
1100 001 7.880 11.441 
11500 001 11.442 14.082 
1400 001 14.083 16.723 
1700 001 16.724 18.484 
11000 001 20.754 25.154 
1800 001 27.556 30.196 
11200 001 30.558 33.198 
91 
MACHINE LOADING REPORT 
HADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
MACHINE 1SB 
PRATT & UHITNEY N/C MILL 
UTIL: 57 7. 
ORDER PRODUCT START FINISH 
1900 003 3.234 4.725 
1200 003 10.604 15.014 
1300 003 16.815 21.225 
I1S00 003 21.226 23.431 
1700 003 23.432 24.902 
11400 003 25.438 26.908 
I6BU 001 29.057 31.759 
92 
MACHINE LOADING REPORT 
HADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
MACHINE 20A 
BAKER DRILL PRESS 
UTIL:  27 % 
ORDER PRODUCT START FINISH 
1100 001 11.442 12.899 
11500 001 14.083 IS.148 
1400 001 16.724 17.789 
1700 001 18.485 19.195 
11000 001 25.15S 26.930 
1800 001 30.197 31.262 
1600 001 31.760 32.825 
11200 001 33.199 34.264 
c 
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MACHINE LOADING REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
MACHINE 30A 
CINCINNATI N/C TURRENT LATHE 
UTIL:  55 % 
ORDER PRODUCT START FINISH 
1100 002 5. 375 6.681 
11000 002 9.658 10.928 
1400 002 12.786 14.691 
11300 002 14.692 16.597 
1800 002 16.598 18.S03 
1600 002 18.504 20.409 
1500 002 21.744 23.649 
11100 002 23.665 26.205 
9k 
MACHINE LOADING REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
MACHINE 30B 
CINCINNATI N/C TURRENT LATHE 
UTILs  91 % 
ORDER PRODUCT START FINISH 
1900 003 1.122 3.233 
1200 003 4.393 10.603 
1300 003 10.604 16.814 
I1S00 003 16.815 19.920 
11200 002 19.921 21.254 
1700 003 21.255 23.366 
11400 003 23.367 25.437 
95 
MACHINE LOADING REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
MACHINE 35A 
LE BLONDE LATHE 
UTIL: 99 X 
ORDER PRODUCT START FINISH 
1900 003 .001 1.121 
1200 003 1.122 4.392 
1100 002 4.393 5.374 
1300 003 5.375 8.675 
11000 002 8.676 9.657 
11500 003 9.658 11.323 
1400 002 11.324 12.785 
11300 002 12.786 14.226 
1800 002 14.227 15.667 
1600 002 15.668 17.108 
11200 002 17.109 18.069 
1700 003 18.070 19.190 
11400 003 19.191 20.281 
1500 002 20.282 21.743 
11100 002 21.744 23.664 
96 
MACHINE LOADING REPORT 
HADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
MACHINE 40A 
BURGMASTER N/C MACHINING CENTER 
UTIL:  90 % 
ORDER PRODUCT START" FINISH 
1900 003 5.822 7.912 
1100 002 7.913 9.922 
11000 002 10.929 12.899 
1100 001 12.900 17.143 
1200 003 18.196 24.376 
1300 003 24.407 30.587 
11000 001 30.588 35.881 
11500 001 35.882 39.032 
11500 003 39.033 42.153 
1400 001 42.154 45.347 
1400 002 45.348 48.342 
11300 002 48.343 51.298 
1800 001 51.299 S4.492 
1800 002 S4.493 57.487 
1600 001 57.488 60.681 
1600 002 60.682 63.676 
11200 002 63.677 6S.647 
11200 001 65.648 68.841 
1700 001 68.842 70.942 
1700 003 70.943 73.033 
11400 003 73.034 75.094 
1500 002 75.095 78.089 
11100 002 78.090 82.030 
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MACHINE LOADING REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
MACHINE 50A 
LANDIS CENTERLESS GRINDER 
UTIL:  35 7. 
ORDER PRODUCT START FINISH 
1100 001 17.144 21.210 
11000 001 35.882 40.907 
11500 001 40.908 43.923 
1400 001 45.348 48.363 
1800 001 54.493 57.508 
1600 001 60.682 63.697 
11200 001 68.842 71.857 
1700 001 71.858 73.868 
98 
MACHINE LOADING REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
MACHINE 55A 
ROCKWELL GRINDER 
UTIL:  S2 % 
ORDER PRODUCT START FINISH 
1900 003 7.913 9.864 
1100 002 10.985 13.125 
11000 002 13.931 16.031 
1200 003 24.377 30.107 
1300 003 30.588 36.318 
11500 003 42.154 45.019 
1400 002 49.920 53.110 
11300 002 53.111 56.261 
1800 002 59.034 62.184 
1600 002 65.223 68.373 
11200 002 68.374 70.474 
1700 003 73.034 74.985 
11400 003 75.095 77.005 
1500 002 79.636 82.826 
11100 002 84.092 88.292 
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ORDER STATUS REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
ORDER: 113-0      PRIORITY:  3 WANT DAY:  40 
CUSTOMER: LEITH MFG CO.   GREENVILLE SC   FINISH DAY:  21 
PRODUCT: 002  FRAMUS 
MACHINE   OP #   OP TYPE 
QUANTITY:   10 
START        FINISH 
35A 1 R TURN 4.393 S.374 
30A 2 F TURN S.37S 6.681 
40A 3 M CTR 7.913 9.922 
10A 4 FC MILL 9.923 10.984 
5SA 5 GRIND 10.985 13.125 
PRODUCT : 001 WIDGET QUANTITY: 20 
MACHINE OP # OP TYPE START FINISH 
10A 1 FC MILL S.822 7.879 
ISA 2 CTR MIL 7.880 11.441 
20A 3 DRILL 11.442 12.899 
40A 4 M CTR 12.900 17.143 
50A 5 GRIND 17.144 21.210 
/ 
/ 
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ORDER STATUS REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
ORDER: 1200      PRIORITY:  2 
CUSTOMER: EVINRUDE MOTORS DANBURY CT 
WANT DAY:  27 
FINISH DAY:  30 
PRODUCT: 003  THINC-A-MA-JIC  QUANTITY:   30 
MACHINE   OP *   OP TYPE     START        FINISH 
35A 1 R TURN 1.122 4.392 
30B 2 CONTOUR 4.393 10.603 
15B 3 ENDMILL 10.604 15.014 
10A 4 FC MILL 15.015 18.195 
40A S M CTR 18.196 24.376 
5SA 6 GRIND 24.377 30.107 
101 
ORDER STATUS REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
ORDER: 1300      PRIORITY:  3 
CUSTOMER: CRYSLER MARINE  ATLANTA CA 
WANT DAY:  SO 
FINISH DAY:  36 
PRODUCT: 003  THINC-A-MA-JIC  QUANTITY:   30 
MACHINE   OP *   OP TYPE     START        FINISH 
3SA 1 R TURN S.37S 8.675 
30B 2 CONTOUR 10.604 16.814 
1SB 3 ENDMILL 16.81S 21.225 
10A 4 FC MILL 21.226 24.406 
40A 5 M CTR 24.407 30.S87 
SSA 6 GRIND 30.S88 36.318 
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ORDER STATUS REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
ORDER: 1400      PRIORITY:  3 
CUSTOMER: BECK CORP.      WESTVILLE NY 
WANT DAY:  60 
FINISH DAY:  S3 
PRODUCT: 001  UIDGET 
MACHINE   OP ♦   OP TYPE 
QUANTITY:   IS 
START        FINISH 
10A 1 FC MILL 10, .985 12, .542 
ISA 2 CTR MIL 14. 083 16, ,723 
20A 3 DRILL 16, ,724 17, .789 
40A 4 M CTR 42, ,154 45. ,347 
50A S GRIND 45. ,348 48, ,363 
PRODUCT: 002  FRAMUS 
MACHINE   OP *   OP TYPE 
35A 
30A 
40A 
10A 
55A 
1 R TURN 
2 F TURN 
3 M CTR 
4 FC MILL 
5 GRIND 
QUANTITY:   IS 
START        FINISH 
11.324 
12.786 
45.348 
48.343 
49.920 
12.785 
14.691 
48.342 
49.919 
S3.110 
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ORDER STATUS REPORT 
HADABASE 
FEB. 12, 197?    / 
ORDER: ISOO      PRIORITY:  4 
CUSTOMER: HELMS INC.       BOONTOUN NJ 
WANT DAY:  05 
FINISH DAY:  82 
PRODUCT: 002  FRAMUS 
MACHINE   OP #   OP TYPE 
QUANTITY:   IS 
START        FINISH 
35A 1 R TURN 20.282 21.743 
30A 2 F TURN 21.744 23.649 
40A 3 M CTR 75.095 78.089 
10A 4 FC MILL 78.090 79.635 
55A S GRIND 79.636 82.826 
104 
* 
\ 
ORDER STATUS REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
ORDER: 1600      PRIORITY:  3 
CUSTOMER: HICKS PUMP INC. LANDSDALE PA 
WANT DAY:  60 
FINISH DAY:  68 
PRODUCT: 001  UIDGET QUANTITY:   IS 
MACHINE   OP ♦   OP TYPE     START        FINISH 
10A 1 FC MILL 27, SS6 29, ,056 
1SB 2 CTR MIL 29, ,057 31, 7S9 
20A 3 DRILL 31, ,760 32, .825 
40A 4 M CTR S7, .488 60, .681 
50A S GRIND 60, .682 63, .697 
PRODUCT: 002  FRAMUS 
MACHINE   OP #   OP TYPE 
35A 
30A 
40A 
10A 
55A 
1 R TURN 
2 F TURN 
3 M CTR 
4 FC MILL 
5 GRIND 
QUANTITY!   IS 
START        FINISH 
15.668 
18.504 
60.682 
63.677 
65.223 
17.108 
20.409 
63.676 
65.222 
68.373 
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ORDER STATUS REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
ORDER: 1700      PRIORITY:  4 
CUSTOMER: BAILEY AIR CON. HARRISBURG PA 
WANT DAY:  02 
FINISH DAY:  74 
PRODUCT : 001 UIDGET QUANTITY 10 
MACHINE OP * OP TYPE , START FINISH 
10A 1 FC MILL 13.931 14.988 
ISA 2 CTR MIL 16.724 18.484 
20A 3 DRILL 18.485 19.195 
40A 4 M CTR 68.842 70.942 
50A S GRIND 71.858 73.868 
PRODUCT : 003 THING-A-MA- -JIG  QUANTITY; 10 
MACHINE OP * OP TYPE START FINISH 
35A 1 R TURN 18.070 19.190 
30B 2 CONTOUR 21.255 23.366 
iSB 3 ENDMILL 23.432 24.902 
10A 4 FC MILL 30.S58 31.653 
40A S M CTR 70.943 73.033 
S5A 6 GRIND 73.034 74.985 
106 
ORDER STATUS REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
ORDER: 1800      PRIORITY:  3 
CUSTOMER: ERNEY MFG CO.   UESTLAKE GA 
WANT DAY:  67 
FINISH DAY:  62 
( 1
  PRODUCT: 001  WIDGET 
MACHINE   OP #   OP TYPE 
QUANTITY:   15 
START        FINISH 
10A 1 FC MILL 25.998 27.555 
ISA 2 CTR MIL 27.556 30.196 
20A 3 DRILL 30.197 31.262 
40A 4 M CTR 51.299 54.492 
SOA S GRIND S4.493 57.508 
PRODUCT: 002  FRAMUS 
MACHINE   OP ♦   OP TYPE 
35A 
30A 
40A 
10A 
55A 
1 R TURN 
2 F TURN 
3 M CTR 
4 FC MILL 
5 GRIND 
QUANTITY:   IS 
START        FINISH 
14.227 
16.598 
54.493 
57.488 
59.034 
15.667 
18.503 
57.487 
59.033 
62.184 
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ORDER STATUS REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
^ 
ORDER: 1900      PRIORITY:  2 
CUSTOMER: SOLAR SYSTEMS   ALLERTOUN NC 
WANT DAY:  25 
FINISH DAY: 
PRODUCT: 003  THING-A-MA-JIC  QUANTITY:   10 
MACHINE   OP ♦   OP TYPE     START        FINISH 
3SA 1 R TURN .001 1.121 
30B 2 CONTOUR 1.122 3.233 
15B 3 ENDMILL 3.234 ! 4.72S 
10A 4 FC MILL 4.726 S.821 
40A S M CTR 5.822 7.912 
55A 6 GRIND 7.913 9.864 
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ORDER   STATUS   REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB.    12,   1979 
ORDER:    11000 PRIORITY:      3 
CUSTOMER:   CEHELSKY   CO. BOSTON   MASS 
WANT   DAY:      60 
FINISH   DAY:      40 
PRODUCT:    002     FRAMUS 
MACHINE        OP   *        OP   TYPE 
QUANTITY: 10 
START FINISH 
•■.•■*_ «M «. ^ ^ _ •_ ^ ^ •■_ av ^ ^ — 
35A 1 R   TUR^ 8.676 9.6S7 
30A 2 F   TURN 9. 658 10.928 
40A 3 M   CTR 10.929 12.899 
10A 4 FC   MILL 12.900 13.930 
SSA S GRIND 13.931 16.031 
PRODUCT:    001      WIDGET 
MACHINE        OP   #        OP   TYPE 
QUANTITY: 25 
START FINISH 
10A 1 FC   MILL 18, ,196 20, .753 
ISA 2 CTR   MIL 20. ,754 2S, . 1S4 
20A 3 DRILL 25, , 1SS 26 .930 
40A 4 M   CTR 30, ,588 35, .881 
50A 5 GRIND 35, .882 40, .907 
109 
ORDER STATUS REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
ORDER: IiiOO     PRIORITY:  4 
CUSTOMER: MORRIS BLACK    HAVERFORD PA 
WANT DAY:  90 
FINISH DAY:  88 
PRODUCT: 002  FRAMUS 
MACHINE   OP ♦   OP TYPE 
QUANTITY:   20 
START        FINISH 
3SA 1 R TURN 21.744 23.664 
30A 2 F TURN 23.66S 26.205 
40A 3 M CTR 78.090 82.030 
10A 4 FC MILL 82.031 84.091 
S5A S GRIND 84.092 88.292 
no 
ORDER STATUS REPORT 
HADABASE 
FEB. 12, 1979 
ORDER: 11200 
CUSTOMER: BENDIX 
PRIORITY 
INC. LAUTOUN NH 
WANT DAY:  70 
FINISH DAY:  71 
PRODUCT: 002  FRAMUS 
MACHINE   OP *   OP TYPE 
QUANTITY:   10 
START        FINISH 
■ 
_ 
35A 1 R TURN 17.109 18.069 
30B 2 F TURN 19.921 21.254 
40A 3
 J M CTR 63.677 65.647 10A 4 ' FC MILL 65.648 66.678 
SSA S GRIND 68.374 70.474 
PRODUCT: 001  WIDGET 
MACHINE   OP ♦   OP TYPE 
10A 
ISA 
20A 
40A 
50A 
i FC MILL 
2 CTR MIL 
3 DRILL 
4 M CTR 
5 GRIND 
QUANTITY:   15 
START        FINISH 
29.057 
30.558 
33.199 
65.648 
68.842 
30.557 
33.198 
34.264 
68.841 
71.857 
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ORDER STATUS REPORT 
HADABASE 
FEB. 12, 197? 
ORDER: 11300     PRIORITY:  3 WANT DAY:  67 
CUSTOMER: KATZBECK MFC    UALNUTVILLE MD  FINISH DAY:  S6 
PRODUCT: 002  FRAMUS 
MACHINE   OP *   OP TYPE 
QUANTITY:   15 
START        FINISH 
35A 1 R TURN 12.786 14.226 
30A 2 F TURN 14.692 16.S97 
40A 3 M CTR 48.343 51.298 
10A t   4 FC MILL 5i).299 52.844 
55A 5 GRIND S3.Ill 56.261 
112 
ORDER STATUS REPORT 
HADABASE 
FEB. 12, 197? 
ORDER: 11400     PRIORITY:  4 
CUSTOMER: ACTION PUMP     OREVILLE IND 
>AY: WANT DA  85 
FINISH DAY:  77 
PRODUCT: 003  THINC-A-MA-JIG  QUANTITY:   10 
MACHINE   OP *   OP TYPE     START        FINISH 
~> 3SA 1 R TURN 19 191 20 281 
30B 2 CONTOUR 23 367 25 437 
15B 3 ENDMILL 25 438 . 26 908 
10A 4 FC MILL 31 654 32 714 
40A S M CTR 73 034 75 094 
5SA 6 GRIND 75 095 77 005 
115 
ORDER STATUS REPORT 
MADABASE 
FEB. 12, 197? 
ORDER: I1S00     PRIORITY:  3 
CUSTOMER: MICKLEY MFG     SANDUSKY OH 
WANT DAY:  60 
FINISH DAY:  4S 
PRODUCT : 001 WIDGET QUANTITY: IS 
MACHINE OP # 
1 
OP TYPE 
FC MILL 
STAR1 r 
.880 
FINISH 
10A 7 9. 380 
ISA 2 CTR MIL 11 .442 14. 082 
20A 3 DRILL 14, .083 IS. 148 
40A 4 M CTR 35, .882 39. 032 
50A S GRIND 40 .908 43. 923 
PRODUCT: 003  THING-A-MA-JIG  QUANTITY:   15 
MACHINE   OP #   OP TYPE     START        FINISH 
35A 1 R TURN 9.658 11.323 
30B 2 CONTOUR 16.815 19.920 
15B 3 ENDMILL 21.226 23.431 
10A 4 FC MILL 24.407 25.997 
40A S M CTR 39.033 42.153 
55A 6 GRIND 42.154 45.019 
m 
> 
APPENDIX  B 
General Systems  Flowchart 
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APPENDIX  C 
The Module Descriptions 
118 
/ 
r 
PROGRAM-ID: ADDHAC 
LANGUAGE: COBOL 
Description 
This Module adds machine-rec records and ascociai ed 
op-rec records to the data base.  All input is prompted 
by the computer.  If a non-oxistant product number is in- 
put the error message "NO SUCH PRODUCT 1.'UMBER" is returned. 
; 
PROGRAM-ID: ADDORD 
LANGUAGE: COBOL 
Description 
This nodule adds order-rec records and all associated 
ord-prod-rec records to the data base.  Inputs are order 
number, customer name, customer address, customer priority, 
want date, product numbers, and quantity desired.  This 
module uses free format input, delimiting data fields by 
commas.  If an order number is added, and it already exists, 
the data base will not accept it.  The message will state a 
violation of duplicates not allowed was attempted. 
/ 
/' 
U9 
\ 
PROGRAM-ID: ADDPRD 
LANGUAGE: COBOL j 
Description 
This module adds route-roc records and all associated 
op-rec records to the data base.  Inputs are product number, 
product name, average total processing time to produce one 
unit of product, operation number, operation type, machine 
time, set up time, machine number, machine preference. This 
module uses free format input, delimiting by commas.  If a 
non-existing macliine number is input, the error message, 
"NO MACHINE RECORD" is returned. 
J 
PROGRAM-ID: CFAIL 
LANGUAGE: COBOL 
Description 
This module deletes all sched-rec records from the data 
base. No input or output is generated by this module. 
120 
\ 
PROGRAM-ID: DELMAC 
LANGUAGE: COBOL 
Description 
This module deletec machine-rec records and all asso- 
ciated sched-rec records and op-rec records from the data 
base. Input is the machine number. The error message "NO 
SUCH' MACHINE NUMBER" is returned if a non-existant machine 
number is input. 
PROGRAM-ID: DELORD 
LANGUAGE: COBOL 
Description 
This module deletes order-rec records and all asso- 
ciated ord-prod-rec records from the data base.  Input is 
the order number. The error message "NO SUCH ORDER NUMBER" 
is returned if a non-existant order number is input. 
121 
PROGRAK-ID: DELPRD 
LANGUAGE: COBOL 
Description 
Thin module deletes route-rec records and all associated 
op-rec records and ord-prod-rec records from the data base. 
Input is product number.  The error message "K0 SUCH PRO- 
DUCT NUMBER" is returned if a non-existing product number is 
input. 
\ / 
PROGRAM-ID: LIST1 
LANGUAGE: COBOL 
Description 
This module produces the order list. There is no in- 
teractive input to this module. 
PROGRAM-ID: -LIST2 
LANGUAGE: COBOL 
Description 
This module produces the machine list. There is no 
interactive input to this module. 
122 
l^ 
PROGRAM-ID: MFAIL 
LANGUAGE: COBOL 
Description 
This module addc sched-red records, which represent 
machine failures, to the data base.  Inputs are machine 
number, failure start time, and failure stop tino. The 
error message "NO SUCH MACHINE" is returned if a non-exiet- 
/ant machine number i»; input. 
PROGRAM-ID: MODORD 
LANGUAGE: COBOL 
I 
Description 
This module provides the means for interactively up- 
dating the fields; ord-priority, and want-date, of the order- 
rec record.  Inputs are the order number, now priority, and 
new v/ant date. The error message "NO SUCH ORDER NUMBER" is 
returned if a non-existant order number is input. 
L ./ 123 
PROGRAK-ID: RPT1 
LANGUAGE: COEOL 
Description 
This modulo produces the order exception report. There 
is no interactive input to this module. 
% 
PROGRAM-ID:  RPT2 
LANGUAGE: COBOL 
Description / 
This module produces the entire order status report. 
There is no interactive input to this module. 
^  PROGRAM-ID: RPT3 
LANGUAGE: COBOL 
Description 
This module produces the entire machine loading report. 
There is no interactive input'to this module. 
\ 
2 ': 
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PROGRAM-ID: KPT/f 
LANGUAGE: COBOL 
Description 
Thds modulo produces the routing report. There ie no 
interactive inrcut to this module. 
PROGRAX-ID: RPTS2 
I      / LANGUAGE: COBOL x   / ( 
Description 
c 
This module produces the order status report for a 
particular order number.  Input is order number. The error 
message "INCORRECT ORDER NUMBER" is returned if a non-exist- 
ant order number is input. 
PROGR/M-ID: RPTSJ 
LANGUAGE: COBOL 
Description 
This module produces the machine loading report for a 
particular machine number.  Input is machine number. The er- 
ror message "INCORRECT MACHINE NUMBER" is returned if a non- 
existant machine number is input. 
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